
Growing up I faced many challenges. In most of them I had no 
choice, no saying. 
I just remained silent and smiled, reassuring everyone that I’m 
ok, except myself. 
In school I had many difficulties. I could not fit in and felt 
excluded for the most part. In class I could never focus, always 
moving around. As my teacher kindly commented “acted like an 
animal”. Non traditional methods of education were non existent 
in Greece, almost frowned upon, so I just remained under 
achieving and excluded. 
At home, I hardly saw my parents, they were constantly busy 
working. So these little moments we shared together I avoided 
serious topics and just pretended to be happy.  
By the time I learned to mask my thoughts and feelings. Never 
express my true self and always avoid situations that might bring 
me emotional distress. 
After a lot of work, at 14 I changed schools. But as I was ready 
to re invent a new personality, a so called “social butterfly “, I 
felt excluded once again. Sadly, I had a spine deformation caused 
by genetic factors. So I couldn’t participate in any physical 
activity, I couldn’t sit straight and was constantly in tremendous 
pain. This experience in my teen years lead me to find even more 
comfort in loneliness and isolation. 
At 17, I finally had a surgery and was finally able to taste how 
freedom feels. Physically at least, cause mentally I never really 
felt free. 
I never stopped trying though, I never gave up. I learned the hard 
way that society can be cruel and judgmental. So I decided to 
never let anyone tell me what I can and cannot do. Or to put me 
in a box a label me like an object.  
I am my own person, peculiar but strong , 
Still trapped but also limitless.


